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Common Sense was a pamphlet written by Thomas Paine in advocating independence from Great Britain to people in
the Thirteen calendrierdelascience.comn in clear and persuasive prose, Paine marshaled moral and political arguments
to encourage common people in the Colonies to fight for egalitarian government.

His argument begins with more general, theoretical reflections about government and religion, then progresses
onto the specifics of the colonial situation. Paine begins by distinguishing between government and society.
Society, according to Paine, is everything constructive and good that people join together to accomplish.
Government, on the other hand, is an institution whose sole purpose is to protect us from our own vices.
Government has its origins in the evil of man and is therefore a necessary evil at best. Paine then considers an
imagined scenario in which a small group of people has been placed on an island, and cut off from the rest of
society. In time, these people develop ties with one another, and lawmaking becomes inevitable. Paine says
the people will be much happier if they are responsible for the creation of the laws that rule them. Paine is also
implicitly arguing that such a system of representation is also better for the American colonists. Having
expressed his disagreement with British reign in America, Paine proceeds to launch a general attack on the
British system of government. Paine says the British system is too complex and rife with contradictions, and
that the monarchy is granted far too much power. The British system pretends to offer a reasonable system of
checks and balances, but in fact, it does not. From here Paine moves on to discuss, in general, the notions of
monarchy and hereditary succession. Man, Pain argues, was born into a state of equality, and the distinction
that has arisen between king and subject is an unnatural one. At first, Paine says, the world was without kings,
but the ancient Jews decided they wanted a king. This angered God, but he allowed them to have one. The
conclusion Paine reaches is that the practice of monarchy originates from sin, and is an institution that the
Bible and God condemn. Paine calls hereditary succession an abominable practice. Furthermore, hereditary
succession has brought with it innumerable evils, such as incompetent kings, corruption, and civil war. Having
dispensed with the preliminary theoretical issues, Paine sets in to discuss the details of the American situation.
Some say that Britain has protected America, and therefore deserves allegiance, but Paine responds that
Britain has only watched over America in order to secure its own economic well-being. Paine adds that most
recently, instead of watching over the colonies, the British have been attacking them, and are therefore
undeserving of American loyalty. Paine says that the colonies have little to gain from remaining attached to
Britain. Commerce can be better conducted with the rest of Europe, but only after America becomes
independent. Paine also asserts that if the colonies remain attached to Britain, the same problems that have
arisen in the past will arise in the future. Paine argues that it is necessary to seek independence now, as to do
otherwise would only briefly cover up problems that will surely reemerge. Paine even proposes the form of
government that the independent colonies should adopt. His recommendation is for a representative
democracy that gives roughly equal weight to each of the colonies. Paine explains why the current time is a
good time to break free of Britain. Primarily, Paine focuses on the present size of the colonies, and on their
current capabilities. He presents an inventory of the British Navy and gives calculations revealing how
America could build a navy of comparable size. Paine also argues that America is sufficiently small as to be
united now. If time were to elapse, and the population of the colonies to grow, the same feeling of unity would
not be present. Paine adds that if the Americans revolt now, they can use the vast expanses of uncharted land
to the West in order to pay down some of the debt they will incur. Paine says that as a colony of Britain,
America lacks respectability on the international scene. They are seen simply as rebels, and cannot form
substantial alliances with other nations. In order to prosper in the long term, the colonies need to be
independent. Paine says that, by declaring independence, America will be able to ask for the help of other
countries in its struggle for freedom. For all of these reasons, Paine says it is imperative and urgent that the
colonies declare independence.
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On this day in , writer Thomas Paine publishes his pamphlet "Common Sense," setting forth his arguments in favor of
American independence. Although little used today, pamphlets were an.

Aristotelian[ edit ] The origin of the term is in the works of Aristotle. For example, sight can see colour. But
Aristotle was explaining how the animal mind, not just the human mind, links and categorizes different tastes,
colours, feelings, smells and sounds in order to perceive real things in terms of the "common sensibles" or
"common perceptibles". As examples of perceiving by accident Aristotle mentions using the specific sense
perception vision on its own to see that something is sweet, or to recognize a friend by their distinctive color.
Lee , p. So the normal five individual senses do sense the common perceptibles according to Aristotle and
Plato , but it is not something they necessarily interpret correctly on their own. Aristotle proposes that the
reason for having several senses is in fact that it increases the chances that we can distinguish and recognize
things correctly, and not just occasionally or by accident. And it receives physical picture imprints from the
imaginative faculty, which are then memories that can be recollected. Aristotle, trying to give a more general
account of the souls of all animals, not just humans, moved the act of perception out of the rational thinking
soul into this sensus communis, which is something like a sense, and something like thinking, but not rational.
The passage is difficult to interpret and there is little consensus about many of the details. For example, in
some passages in his works, Aristotle seems to use the term to refer to the individual sense perceptions simply
being common to all people, or common to various types of animals. There is also difficulty with trying to
determine whether the common sense is truly separable from the individual sense perceptions and from
imagination, in anything other than a conceptual way as a capability. They may even be the same. Under the
influence of the great Persian philosophers Al-Farabi and Avicenna , several inner senses came to be listed.
The great anatomist Andreas Vesalius however found no connections between the anterior ventricle and the
sensory nerves, leading to speculation about other parts of the brain into the s. However, in earlier Latin during
the Roman empire the term had taken a distinct ethical detour, developing new shades of meaning. This refers
to shared notions, or common conceptions, that are either in-born or imprinted by the senses on to the soul.
Unfortunately few true Stoic texts survive, and our understanding of their technical terminology is limited.
Lewis , p. He uses the word on its own in a list of things he learned from his adopted father. The sense of the
community is in this case one translation of "communis sensus" in the Latin of Cicero. Schaeffer , p. Peters
Agnew argues, in agreement with Shaftesbury in the 18th century, that the concept developed from the Stoic
concept of ethical virtue, influenced by Aristotle, but emphasizing the role of both the individual perception,
and shared communal understanding. But in any case a complex of ideas attached itself to the term, to be
almost forgotten in the Middle Ages, and eventually returning into ethical discussion in 18th-century Europe,
after Descartes. As with other meanings of common sense, for the Romans of the classical era "it designates a
sensibility shared by all, from which one may deduce a number of fundamental judgments, that need not, or
cannot, be questioned by rational reflection". This was a term that could be used by Romans to imply not only
human nature , but also humane conduct, good breeding, refined manners, and so on. Quintilian says it is
better to send a boy to school than to have a private tutor for him at home; for if he is kept away from the herd
congressus how will he ever learn that sensus which we call communis? On the lowest level it means tact. In
other words, these Romans allowed that people could have animal-like shared understandings of reality, not
just in terms of memories of sense perceptions, but in terms of the way they would tend to explain things, and
in the language they use. Sensations from the senses travel to sensus communis, seated in the pineal gland
inside the brain, and from there to the immaterial spirit. One of the last notable philosophers to accept
something like the Aristotelian "common sense" was Descartes in the 17th century, but he also undermined it.
He described this inner faculty when writing in Latin in his Meditations on first philosophy. Unlike Aristotle,
who had placed it in the heart, by the time of Descartes this faculty was thought to be in the brain, and he
located it in the pineal gland. To get a more distinct understanding of things, it is more important to be
methodical and mathematical. The French philosopher did not fully reject the idea of the inner senses, which
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he appropriated from the Scholastics. But he distanced himself from the Aristotelian conception of a common
sense faculty, abandoning it entirely by the time of his Passions of the Soul According to Hobbes [ He
accepted mental representations but [ But Descartes used two different terms in his work, not only the Latin
term "sensus communis", but also the French term bon sens, with which he opens his Discourse on Method.
And this second concept survived better. This work was written in French, and does not directly discuss the
Aristotelian technical theory of perception. Bon sens is the equivalent of modern English "common sense" or
"good sense". As the Aristotelian meaning of the Latin term began to be forgotten after Descartes, his
discussion of bon sens gave a new way of defining sensus communis in various European languages including
Latin, even though Descartes himself did not translate bon sens as sensus communis, but treated them as two
separate things. Gilson noted that Descartes actually gave bon sens two related meanings, first the basic and
widely shared ability to judge true and false, which he also calls raison lit. The Latin term Descartes uses,
bona mens lit. Descartes was being original. It was promoted further by people such as Hobbes, Spinoza , and
others and continues to have important impacts on everyday life. In France, the Netherlands, Belgium, Spain
and Italy, it was in its initial florescence associated with the administration of Catholic empires of the
competing Bourbon , and Habsburg dynasties, both seeking to centralize their power in a modern way,
responding to Machiavellianism and Protestantism as part of the so-called counter reformation. The
Enlightenment after Descartes[ edit ] Epistemology: On the one hand, the approach of Descartes is and was
seen as radically sceptical in some ways. On the other hand, like the Scholastics before him, while being
cautious of common sense, Descartes was instead seen to rely too much on undemonstrable metaphysical
assumptions in order to justify his method, especially in its separation of mind and body with the sensus
communis linking them. The alternative to induction, deductive reasoning, demanded a mathematical
approach, starting from simple and certain assumptions. This in turn required Descartes and later rationalists
such as Kant to assume the existence of innate or " a priori " knowledge in the human mindâ€”a controversial
proposal. In contrast to the rationalists, the " empiricists " took their orientation from Francis Bacon , whose
arguments for methodical science were earlier than those of Descartes, and less directed towards mathematics
and certainty. Bacon is known for his doctrine of the " idols of the mind ", presented in his Novum Organum ,
and in his Essays described normal human thinking as biased towards believing in lies. So while agreeing
upon the need to help common sense with a methodical approach, he also insisted that starting from common
sense, including especially common sense perceptions, was acceptable and correct. He influenced Locke and
Pierre Bayle , in their critique of metaphysics, and in Voltaire "introduced him as the "father" of the scientific
method " to a French audience, an understanding that was widespread by While Descartes had distanced
himself from it, John Locke abandoned it more openly, while still maintaining the idea of "common sensibles"
that are perceived. But then George Berkeley abandoned both. In his synthesis, which he saw as the first
Baconian analysis of man something the lesser known Vico had claimed earlier , common sense is entirely
built up from shared experience and shared innate emotions, and therefore it is indeed imperfect as a basis for
any attempt to know the truth or to make the best decision. But he defended the possibility of science without
absolute certainty, and consistently described common sense as giving a valid answer to the challenge of
extreme skepticism. Concerning such sceptics, he wrote: But would these prejudiced reasoners reflect a
moment, there are many obvious instances and arguments, sufficient to undeceive them, and make them
enlarge their maxims and principles. Do they not see the vast variety of inclinations and pursuits among our
species; where each man seems fully satisfied with his own course of life, and would esteem it the greatest
unhappiness to be confined to that of his neighbour? Do they not feel in themselves, that what pleases at one
time, displeases at another, by the change of inclination; and that it is not in their power, by their utmost
efforts, to recall that taste or appetite, which formerly bestowed charms on what now appears indifferent or
disagreeable? Once Thomas Hobbes and Spinoza had applied Cartesian approaches to political philosophy ,
concerns about the inhumanity of the deductive approach of Descartes increased. With this in mind,
Shaftesbury and, much less known at the time, Giambattista Vico , both presented new arguments for the
importance of the Roman understanding of common sense, in what is now often referred to, after Hans-Georg
Gadamer , as a humanist interpretation of the term. One ethical concern was the deliberately simplified
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method that treated human communities as made up of selfish independent individuals methodological
individualism , ignoring the sense of community that the Romans understood as part of common sense.
Another connected epistemological concern was that by considering common good sense as inherently inferior
to Cartesian conclusions developed from simple assumptions, an important type of wisdom was being
arrogantly ignored. An Essay on the Freedom of Wit and Humour was a highly erudite and influential defense
of the use of irony and humour in serious discussions, at least among men of "Good Breeding". He drew upon
authors such as Seneca , Juvenal , Horace and Marcus Aurelius , for whom, he saw, common sense was not
just a reference to widely held vulgar opinions, but something cultivated among educated people living in
better communities. One aspect of this, later taken up by authors such as Kant, was good taste. Another very
important aspect of common sense particularly interesting to later British political philosophers such as
Francis Hutcheson was what came to be called moral sentiment, which is different from a tribal or factional
sentiment, but a more general fellow feeling that is very important for larger communities: Now there are none
so far from being Partners in this Sense, or sharers in this common Affection, as they who scarcely know an
Equall, nor consider themselves as subject to any law of Fellowship or Community. And thus Morality and
good Government go together. Indeed, this approach was never fully rejected, at least in economics. By the
late enlightenment period in the 18th century, the communal sense or empathy pointed to by Shaftesbury and
Hutcheson had become the "moral sense" or " moral sentiment " referred to by Hume and Adam Smith , the
latter writing in plural of the "moral sentiments" with the key one being sympathy , which was not so much a
public spirit as such, but a kind of extension of self-interest. Jeremy Bentham gives a summary of the plethora
of terms used in British philosophy by the nineteenth century to describe common sense in discussions about
ethics: Another man comes and alters the phrase: This understanding of a moral sense or public spirit remains
a subject for discussion, although the term "common sense" is no longer commonly used for the sentiment
itself. For example, French sens commun and German Gemeinsinn are used for this feeling of human
solidarity, while bon sens good sense and gesunder Verstand healthy understanding are the terms for everyday
"common sense". According to Gadamer, at least in French and British philosophy a moral element in appeals
to common sense or bon sens , such as found in Reid, remains normal to this day. Friedrich Christoph
Oetinger , who appealed to Shaftesbury and other Enlightenment figures in his critique of the Cartesian
rationalism of Leibniz and Wolff , who were the most important German philosophers before Kant. A
defender of classical education in rhetoric, who analysed evidence of ancient wisdom in common sense. Vico,
who taught classical rhetoric in Naples where Shaftesbury died under a Cartesian-influenced Spanish
government, was not widely read until the 20th century, but his writings on common sense have been an
important influence upon Hans-Georg Gadamer , Benedetto Croce and Antonio Gramsci. It presents common
sense as something adolescents need to be trained in if they are not to "break into odd and arrogant behaviour
when adulthood is reached", whereas teaching Cartesian method on its own harms common sense and stunts
intellectual development. Rhetoric and elocution are not just for legal debate, but also educate young people to
use their sense perceptions and their perceptions more broadly, building a fund of remembered images in their
imagination, and then using ingenuity in creating linking metaphors, in order to make enthymemes.
Enthymemes are reasonings about uncertain truths and probabilitiesâ€”as opposed to the Cartesian method,
which was skeptical of all that could not be dealt with as syllogisms , including raw perceptions of physical
bodies. Hence common sense is not just a "guiding standard of eloquence " but also "the standard of practical
judgment ". Vico proposed his own anti-Cartesian methodology for a new Baconian science, inspired, he said,
by Plato , Tacitus , [71] Francis Bacon and Grotius. In this he went further than his predecessors concerning
the ancient certainties available within vulgar common sense. What is required, according to his new science,
is to find the common sense shared by different people and nations. He made this a basis for a new and
better-founded approach to discuss Natural Law , improving upon Grotius, John Selden , and Pufendorf who
he felt had failed to convince, because they could claim no authority from nature. Unlike Grotius, Vico went
beyond looking for one single set of similarities amongst nations but also established rules about how natural
law properly changes as peoples change, and has to be judged relative to this state of development. He thus
developed a detailed view of an evolving wisdom of peoples. Ancient forgotten wisdoms, he claimed, could
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be re-discovered by analysis of languages and myths formed under the influence of them. If there are certain
principles, as I think there are, which the constitution of our nature leads us to believe, and which we are under
a necessity to take for granted in the common concerns of life, without being able to give a reason for them
â€” these are what we call the principles of common sense; and what is manifestly contrary to them, is what
we call absurd. He believed that the term common sense as he used it did encompass both the social common
sense described by Shaftesbury and Hutcheson, and the perceptive powers described by Aristotelians. Reid
was criticised, partly for his critique of Hume, by Kant and J.
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Visit Website In , Paine met Benjamin Franklin , who is believed to have persuaded Paine to emigrate to
America, providing Paine with a letter of introduction. Three months later, Paine was on a ship to America,
nearly dying from a bout of scurvy. Paine immediately found work in journalism when he arrived in
Philadelphia, becoming managing editor of Philadelphia Magazine. By the end of that year, , copies â€” an
enormous amount for its time â€” had been printed and sold. It remains in print today. Common Sense is
credited as playing a crucial role in convincing colonists to take up arms against England. In it, Paine argues
that representational government is superior to a monarchy or other forms of government based on aristocracy
and heredity. He argued that America was related to Europe as a whole, not just England, and that it needed to
freely trade with nations like France and Spain. In March , the assembly passed an abolition act that freed 6,
slaves, to which Paine wrote the preamble. Washington appealed to Congress to no avail, and went so far as to
plead with all the state assemblies to pay Paine a reward for his work. Only two states agreed: New York
gifted Paine a house and a acre estate in New Rochelle, while Pennsylvania awarded him a small monetary
compensation. Rights of Man Paine published his book Rights of Man in two parts in and , a rebuttal of the
writing of Irish political philosopher Edmund Burke and his attack on the French Revolution , of which Paine
was a supporter. Paine journeyed to Paris to oversee a French translation of the book in the summer of Paine
himself was threatened with execution by hanging when he was mistaken for an aristocrat, and he soon ran
afoul of the Jacobins, who eventually ruled over France during the Reign of Terror, the bloodiest and most
tumultuous years of the French Revolution. In Paine was arrested for treason because of his opposition to the
death penalty, most specifically the mass use of the guillotine and the execution of Louis XVI. He was
detained in Luxembourg, where he began work on his next book, The Age of Reason. The Federalists used the
letter in accusations that Paine was a tool for French revolutionaries who also sought to overthrow the new
American government. The first volume functions as a criticism of Christian theology and organized religion
in favor of reason and scientific inquiry. Though often mistaken as an atheist text, The Age of Reason is
actually an advocacy of deism and a belief in God. The second volume is a critical analysis of the Old
Testament and the New Testament of the Bible , questioning the divinity of Jesus Christ. Still, newspapers
denounced him and he was sometimes refused services. A minister in New York was dismissed because he
shook hands with Paine. In , despite failing health, Paine worked on the third part of his Age of Reason, and
also a criticism of Biblical prophesies called An Essay on Dream. On his deathbed, his doctor asked him if he
wished to accept Jesus Christ before passing. Estate auctioneers refused to sell human remains and the bones
became hard to trace. In , the city of New Rochelle launched an effort to gather the remains and give Paine a
final resting place.
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Published in , Common Sense challenged the authority of the British government and the royal monarchy. The plain
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Publication history[ edit ] Thomas Paine arrived in the American colonies in November , shortly before the
Battles of Lexington and Concord. Though the colonies and Great Britain had commenced hostilities against
one another, the thought of independence was not initially entertained. Writing of his early experiences in the
colonies in , Paine "found the disposition of the people such, that they might have been led by a thread and
governed by a reed. Their attachment to Britain was obstinate, and it was, at that time, a kind of treason to
speak against it. Their ideas of grievance operated without resentment, and their single object was
reconciliation. Though it began as a series of letters to be published in various Philadelphia papers, it grew too
long and unwieldy to publish as letters, leading Paine to select the pamphlet form. Incensed, Paine ordered
Bell not to proceed on a second edition, as he had planned several appendices to add to Common Sense. Bell
ignored this and began advertising a "new edition". While Bell believed this advertisement would convince
Paine to retain his services, it had the opposite effect. Paine secured the assistance of the Bradford brothers,
publishers of the Pennsylvania Evening Post , and released his new edition, featuring several appendices and
additional writings. This set off a month-long public debate between Bell and the still-anonymous Paine,
conducted within the pages and advertisements of the Pennsylvania Evening Post, with each party charging
the other with duplicity and fraud. Both Paine and Bell published several more editions through the end of
their public squabble. Common Sense sold almost , copies in , [12] and according to Paine, , copies were sold
in the first three months. Paine also granted publishing rights to nearly every imprint which requested them,
including several international editions. His name did not become officially connected with the independence
controversy until March 30, Ultimately, he lost money on the Bradford printing as well, and because he
decided to repudiate his copyright, never did profit from Common Sense. Of the Origin and Design of
Government in General, With Concise Remarks on the English Constitution[ edit ] In his first section, Paine
related common Enlightenment theories of the state of nature , in order to establish a foundation for republican
government. Paine began this section by making a distinction between society and government , arguing that
government is a "necessary evil. As society continues to grow, a government becomes necessary to prevent the
natural evil Paine saw in man. In order to promote civil society through laws and account for the impossibility
of all people meeting centrally to make laws, representation and therefore elections become necessary. As this
model was clearly intended to mirror the situation of the colonists at the time of publication, Paine went on to
consider the Constitution of the United Kingdom. Paine found two tyrannies in the English constitution;
monarchical and aristocratic tyranny, in the king and peers, who rule by heredity and contribute nothing to the
people. Paine criticized the English constitution by examining the relationship between the king , the peers ,
and the commons. Of Monarchy and Hereditary Succession[ edit ] In the second section Paine considers
monarchy first from a biblical perspective, then from a historical perspective. He begins by arguing that all
men are equal at creation and, therefore, the distinction between kings and subjects is a false one. Paine then
examines some of the problems that kings and monarchies have caused in the past and concludes: In England
a king hath little more to do than to make war and give away places; which in plain terms, is to impoverish the
nation and set it together by the ears. A pretty business indeed for a man to be allowed eight hundred thousand
sterling a year for, and worshipped into the bargain! Of more worth is one honest man to society and in the
sight of God, than all the crowned ruffians that ever lived. The constitutional monarchy, according to Locke,
would limit the powers of the king sufficiently to ensure that the realm would remain lawful rather than easily
becoming tyrannical. According to Paine, however, such limits are insufficient. In the mixed state, power will
tend to concentrate into the hands of the monarch, permitting him eventually to transcend any limitations
placed upon him. Paine questions why the supporters of the mixed state, since they concede that the power of
the monarch is dangerous, wish to include a monarch in their scheme of government in the first place.
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Thoughts on the Present State of American Affairs[ edit ] Constitution of the United States as proposed by
Thomas Paine in Common Sense In the third section Paine examines the hostilities between England and the
American colonies and argues that the best course of action is independence. Paine writes that a Continental
Charter "should come from some intermediate body between the Congress and the people" and outlines a
Continental Conference that could draft a Continental Charter. These five would be accompanied by two
members of the assembly of colonies, for a total of seven representatives from each colony in the Continental
Conference. The Continental Conference would then meet and draft a Continental Charter that would secure
"freedom and property to all men, andâ€¦ the free exercise of religion". Paine suggested that a congress may be
created in the following way: The Congress would meet annually, and elect a president. Each colony would be
put into a lottery; the president would be elected, by the whole congress, from the delegation of the colony that
was selected in the lottery. After a colony was selected, it would be removed from subsequent lotteries until all
of the colonies had been selected, at which point the lottery would start anew. Electing a president or passing a
law would require three-fifths of the congress. For example, he spends pages describing how colonial
shipyards, by using the large amounts of lumber available in the country, could quickly create a navy that
could rival the Royal Navy. Impact[ edit ] Due to heavy advertisement by both Bell and Paine, and the
immense publicity created by their publishing quarrel, Common Sense was an immediate sensation not only in
Philadelphia but also across the Thirteen Colonies. Early "reviewers" mainly letter excerpts published
anonymously in colonial newspapers touted the clear and rational case for independence put forth by Paine.
His stile [sic] is plain and nervous; his facts are true; his reasoning, just and conclusive". In the months leading
up to the Declaration of Independence , many more reviewers noted that these two main themesâ€”direct and
passionate style and calls for individual empowermentâ€”were decisive in swaying the Colonists from
reconciliation to rebellion. The pamphlet was also highly successful because of a brilliant marketing tactic
planned by Paine. He and Bell timed the first edition to be published at around the same time as a
proclamation on the colonies by King George III , hoping to contrast the strong, monarchical message with the
heavily anti-monarchical Common Sense. Writing as "The Forester", he responded to Cato and other critics in
the pages of Philadelphian papers with passion, declaring again in sweeping language that their conflict was
not only with Great Britain, but with the tyranny inevitably resulting from monarchical rule. Coupling this
with the immense publicity and readership created by both the publishing dispute and the newspaper debates
establishes Common Sense as an important stepping stone towards independence.
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Note that paragraph numbers refer only to this excerpt. Introduction [1]Perhaps the sentiments contained in the
following pages, are not yet sufficiently fashionable to procure them general favor; a long habit of not thinking
a thing wrong, gives it a superficial appearance of being right, and raises at first a formidable outcry in defence
of custom. But the tumult soon subsides. Time makes more converts than reason. Many circumstances hath,
and will arise, which are not local, but universal, and through which the principles of all Lovers of Mankind
are affected, and in the Event of which, their Affections are interested. The laying of a Country desolate with
Fire and Sword, declaring War against the natural rights of all Mankind, and extirpating the Defenders thereof
from the Face of the Earth, is the Concern of every Man to whom Nature hath given the Power of feeling.
Common Sense [4]SOME writers have so confounded society with government, as to leave little or no
distinction between them; whereas they are not only different, but have different origins. Society is produced
by our wants, and government by our wickedness; the former promotes our happiness Positively by uniting
our affections, the latter negatively by restraining our vices. The one encourages intercourse, the other creates
distinctions. The first is a patron, the last a punisher. Government, like dress, is the badge of lost innocence;
the palaces of kings are built on the ruins of the bowers of paradise. For were the impulses of conscience clear,
uniform, and irresistibly obeyed, man would need no other lawgiver; but that not being the case, he finds it
necessary to surrender up a part of his property to furnish means for the protection of the rest; and this he is
induced to do by the same prudence which in every other case advises him out of two evils to choose the least.
Wherefore, security being the true design and end of government, it unanswerably follows that whatever form
thereof appears most likely to ensure it to us, with the least expense and greatest benefit, is preferable to all
others. In this state of natural liberty, society will be their first thought. A thousand motives will excite them
thereto, the strength of one man is so unequal to his wants, and his mind so unfitted for perpetual solitude, that
he is soon obliged to seek assistance and relief of another, who in his turn requires the same. Four or five
united would be able to raise a tolerable dwelling in the midst of a wilderness, but one man might labor out the
common period of life without accomplishing any thing;. In this first parliament every man, by natural right
will have a seat. This will point out the convenience of their consenting to leave the legislative part to be
managed by a select number chosen from the whole body, who are supposed to have the same concerns at
stake which those have who appointed them, and who will act in the same manner as the whole body would
act were they present. If the colony continue increasing, it will become necessary to augment the number of
the representatives, and that the interest of every part of the colony may be attended to, it will be found best to
divide the whole into convenient parts, each part sending its proper number; and that the elected might never
form to themselves an interest separate from the electors, prudence will point out the propriety of having
elections often; because as the elected might by that means return and mix again with the general body of the
electors in a few months, their fidelity to the public will be secured by the prudent reflection of not making a
rod for themselves. And as this frequent interchange will establish a common interest with every part of the
community, they will mutually and naturally support each other, and on this not on the unmeaning name of
king depends the strength of government, and the happiness of the governed. And however our eyes may be
dazzled with snow, or our ears deceived by sound; however prejudice may warp our wills, or interest darken
our understanding, the simple voice of nature and of reason will say, it is right. That it was noble for the dark
and slavish times in which it was erected is granted. When the world was overrun with tyranny the least
therefrom was a glorious rescue. But that it is imperfect, subject to convulsions, and incapable of producing
what it seems to promise, is easily demonstrated. But the constitution of England is so exceedingly complex,
that the nation may suffer for years together without being able to discover in which part the fault lies, some
will say in one and some in another, and every political physician will advise a different medicine. The
remains of monarchical tyranny in the person of the king. The remains of aristocratical tyranny in the persons
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of the peers. The new republican materials, in the persons of the commons, on whose virtue depends the
freedom of England. Individuals are undoubtedly safer in England than in some other countries, but the will of
the king is as much the law of the land in Britain as in France, with this difference, that instead of proceeding
directly from his mouth, it is handed to the people under the most formidable shape of an act of parliament.
For the fate of Charles the First, hath only made kings more subtle not more just. Male and female are the
distinctions of nature, good and bad the distinctions of heaven; but how a race of men came into the world so
exalted above the rest, and distinguished like some new species, is worth enquiring into, and whether they are
the means of happiness or of misery to mankind. Holland without a king hath enjoyed more peace for this last
century than any of the monarchial governments in Europe. It was the most prosperous invention the Devil
ever set on foot for the promotion of idolatry. The Heathens paid divine honors to their deceased kings, and
the christian world hath improved on the plan by doing the same to their living ones. How impious is the title
of sacred majesty applied to a worm, who in the midst of his splendor is crumbling into dust. For all men
being originally equals, no one by birth could have a right to set up his own family in perpetual preference to
all others for ever, and though himself might deserve some decent degree of honors of his contemporaries, yet
his descendants might be far too unworthy to inherit them. One of the strongest natural proofs of the folly of
hereditary right in kings, is, that nature disapproves it, otherwise she would not so frequently turn it into
ridicule by giving mankind an ass for a lion. A French bastard landing with an armed banditti, and establishing
himself king of England against the consent of the natives, is in plain terms a very paltry rascally original. It
certainly hath no divinity in it. However, it is needless to spend much time in exposing the folly of hereditary
right, if there are any so weak as to believe it, let them promiscuously worship the ass and lion, and welcome.
I shall neither copy their humility, nor disturb their devotion. Now is the seed time of continental union, faith
and honor. The least fracture now will be like a name engraved with the point of a pin on the tender rind of a
young oak; The wound will enlarge with the tree, and posterity read it in full grown characters. Whatever was
advanced by the advocates on either side of the question then, terminated in one and the same point, viz.
Nothing can be more fallacious than this kind of argument. We may as well assert, that because a child has
thrived upon milk, that it is never to have meat; or that the first twenty years of our lives is to become a
precedent for the next twenty. But even this is admitting more than is true, for I answer roundly, that America
would have flourished as much, and probably much more, had no European power had any thing to do with
her. The commerce by which she hath enriched herself are the necessaries of life, and will always have a
market while eating is the custom of Europe. That she hath engrossed us is true, and defended the continent at
our expense as well as her own is admitted, and she would have defended Turkey from the same motive, viz.
We have boasted the protection of Great Britain, without considering, that her motive was interest not
attachment; that she did not protect us from our enemies on our account, but from her enemies on her own
account, from those who had no quarrel with us on any other account, and who will always be our enemies on
the same account. Let Britain wave her pretensions to the continent, or the continent throw off the dependance,
and we should be at peace with France and Spain were they at war with Britain. The miseries of Hanover last
war Ought to warn us against connections. Then the more shame upon her conduct. Even brutes do not devour
their young; nor savages make war upon their families; wherefore the assertion, if true, turns to her reproach;
but it happens not to be true, or only partly so, and the phrase Parent or mother country hath been jesuitically
adopted by the king and his parasites, with a low papistical design of gaining an unfair bias on the credulous
weakness of our minds. Europe, and not England, is the parent country of America. This new world hath been
the asylum for the persecuted lovers off civil and religious liberty from every Part of Europe. Hither have they
fled, not from the tender embraces of the mother, but from the cruelty of the monster; and it is so far true of
England, that the same tyranny which drove the first emigrants from home pursues their descendants still.
Because, any submission to, or dependance on Great Britain, tends directly to involve this continent in
European wars and quarrels; and sets us at variance with nations, who would otherwise seek our friendship,
and against whom, we have neither anger nor complaint As Europe is our market for trade, we ought to form
no partial connection with any part of it. It is the true interest of America to steer clear of European
contentions, which she never can do, while by her dependance on Britain, she is made the make-weight in the
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scale of British politics. Every thing that is right or natural pleads for separation. Even the distance at which
the Almighty hath placed England and America, is a strong and natural proof, that the authority of the one,
over the other, was never the design of Heaven. The time likewise at which the continent was discovered, adds
weight to the argument, and the manner in which it was peopled increases the force of it. The reformation was
preceded by the discovery of America, as if the Almighty graciously meant to open a sanctuary to the
persecuted in future years, when home should afford neither friendship nor safety. Our prayers have been
rejected with disdain; and only tended to convince us, that nothing flatters vanity, or confirms obstinacy in
Kings more than repeated petitioning and nothing hath contributed more than that very measure to make the
Kings of Europe absolute: Witness Denmark and Sweden. The business of it will soon be too weighty, and
intricate, to be managed with any tolerable degree of convenience, by a power, so distant from us, and so very
ignorant of us; for if they cannot conquer us, they cannot govern us. To be always running three or four
thousand miles with a tale or a petition, waiting four or five months for an answer, which when obtained
requires five or six more to explain it in, will in a few years be looked upon as folly and childishness. There
was a time when it was proper, and there is a proper time for it to cease. In no instance hath nature made the
satellite larger than its primary planet, and as England and America, with respect to each Other, reverses the
common order of nature, it is evident they belong to different systems: England to Europe, America to itself. I
answer, the ruin of the continent. And that for several reasons. The powers of governing still remaining in the
hands of the king, he will have a negative over the whole legislation of this continent. England consults the
good of this country, no farther than it answers her own purpose. That as even the best terms, which we can
expect to obtain, can amount to no more than a temporary expedient, or a kind of government by guardianship,
which can last no longer than till the colonies come of age, so the general face and state of things, in the
interim, will be unsettled and unpromising. Men do not see their way out. Wherefore, as an opening into that
business I offer the following hints; at the same time modestly affirming, that I have no other opinion of them
myself, than that they may be the means of giving rise to something better. Could the straggling thoughts of
individuals be collected, they would frequently form materials for wise and able men to improve to useful
matter. The representation more equal. Their business wholly domestic, and subject to the authority of a
Continental Congress. The whole number in Congress will be at least Each Congress to sit and to choose a
president by the following method. When the delegates are met, let a colony be taken from the whole thirteen
colonies by lot, after which let the whole Congress choose by ballot a president from out of the delegates of
that province. And in order that nothing may pass into a law but what is satisfactorily just, not less than three
fifths of the Congress to be called a majority. He that will promote discord, under a government so equally
formed as this, would join Lucifer in his revolt. The members of Congress, Assemblies, or Conventions, by
having had experience in national concerns, will be able and useful counsellors, and the whole, being
empowered by the people will have a truly legal authority. Always remembering, that our strength is
continental, not provincial. Securing freedom and property to all men, and above all things the free exercise of
religion, according to the dictates of conscience; with such other matter as is necessary for a charter to contain.
Immediately after which, the said conference to dissolve, and the bodies which shall be chosen conformable to
the said charter, to be the legislators and governors of this continent for the time being: Whose peace and
happiness, may God preserve, Amen. Yet that we may not appear to be defective even in earthly honors, let a
day be solemnly set apart for proclaiming the charter; let it be brought forth placed on the divine law, the word
of God;let a crown be placed thereon, by which the world may know, that so far as we approve of monarchy,
that in America THE LAW IS KING. For as in absolute governments the King is law, so in free countries the
law ought to be King; and there ought to be no other. But lest any ill use should afterwards arise, let the crown
at the conclusion of the ceremony be demolished, and scattered among the people whose right it is. And when
a man seriously reflects on the precariousness of human affairs, he will become convinced, that it is in finitely
wiser and safer, to form a constitution of our own in a cool deliberate manner, while we have it in our power,
than to trust such an interesting event to time and chance. And there is no instance in which we have shown
less judgment, than in endeavoring to describe, what we call, the ripeness or fitness of the Continent for
independence. The Continent hath, at this time, the largest body of armed and disciplined men of any power
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under Heaven; and is just arrived at that pitch of strength, in which no single colony is able to support itself,
and the whole, who united can accomplish the matter, and either more, or, less than this, might be fatal in its
effects. Our land force is already sufficient, and as to naval affairs, we cannot be insensible, that Britain would
never suffer an American man of war to be built while the continent remained in her hands. It might be
difficult, if not impossible, to form the Continent into one government half a century hence. The vast variety
of interests, occasioned by an increase of trade and population, would create confusion.
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Men of all ranks have embarked in the controversy, from different motives, and with various designs; but all
have been ineffectual, and the period of debate is closed. Arms as the last resource decide the contest; the
appeal was the choice of the King, and the Continent has accepted the challenge. Paine often gets credit for
more or less single-handedly galvanizing the reluctant colonists to commit to the war of independence.
Thomas Paine was born to a Quaker family of modest means in Norfolk, England in His formal education
ended when he was 12 years old, after which he pursued various occupations without great success. Paine
loved controversy, hated the British aristocracy, and was devoted to the Enlightenment ideal of individual
liberty. So it comes as no surprise that he was an immediate and vocal supporter of American independence.
In October King George III gave a speech to Parliament in which he declared that the American colonies were
in rebellion against the crown and therefore subject to military intervention. Benjamin Rush suggested the title
Common Sense. Paine had originally intended Common Sense to appear in newspapers in several
installments, but he realized that his argument was more convincing when taken as a whole. So he contracted
with Philadelphia printer Robert Bell to publish the work. Common Sense was first published on January 9,
This first printing consisted of copies, with profits to be split evenly between the author and publisher. Paine
had already publicly announced a plan to use his share of the profits from Common Sense to buy mittens for
the Continental Army in Quebec. However, Robert Bell insisted that printing costs had eaten up all the profits
from the first edition and that he owed Paine nothing. A very public feud commenced between Paine and his
publisher, with accusations and counter-accusations printed in the Pennsylvania Evening Post. Paine was
predictably incensed by this and published another denunciation in the Post, to which Bell then responded in
kind. Despiteâ€”or more likely, because ofâ€” this feud, copies of Common Sense continued to sell briskly in
Philadelphia. There were many loyalist rebuttals of Common Sense. One of the earliest and best known is
Plain Truth: But there is no way to know how many actual copies were produced. Thomas Paine made various
claims that , to , pamphlets were printed and distributed in the first months of But he had no evidence for
these very large figures a sale of , copies in three months in colonial North America would be comparable to a
modern Harry Potter book release , and it seems likely that the actual numbers were considerably lower. And
since Common Sense was published only once south of Philadelphia in Charleston , it is also likely that the
North American distribution was concentrated in the urban centers of New England. A close look at the
dissemination and reception of Common Sense suggests that its influence was strongest among people who
were already sympathetic to the revolutionary cause [Loughran, 13]. But if Common Sense is not necessarily
the book that sparked a revolution, it is certainly the book that came to symbolize the American Revolution for
later generations. And our copy of Common Senseâ€” stained, dog-eared, and hastily printed on cheap
paperâ€” is a tangible link to the birth of the American republic. America, , David D. Hall and John B.
American Antiquarian Society,
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And hence it is easy to sum up the value, or cost, rather, of the whole British navy, which, in the year , when it was at its
greatest glory, consisted of the following ships and guns.

Perhaps the sentiments contained in the following pages, are not yet sufficiently fashionable to procure them
general Favor; a long Habit of not thinking a Thing wrong, gives it a superficial appearance of being right, and
raises at first a formidable outcry in defence of Custom. But the Tumult soon subsides. Time makes more
Converts than Reason. As a long and violent abuse of power is generally the means of calling the right of it in
question, and in matters too which might never have been thought of, had not the sufferers been aggravated
into the inquiry, and as the King of England hath undertaken in his own right, to support the Parliament in
what he calls Theirs, and as the good People of this Country are grievously oppressed by the Combination,
they have an undoubted privilege to enquire into the Pretensions of both, and equally to reject the Usurpation
of either. In the following Sheets, the Author hath studiously avoided every thing which is personal among
ourselves. Compliments as well as censure to individuals make no part thereof. The wise and the worthy need
not the triumph of a Pamphlet; and those whose sentiments are injudicious or unfriendly will cease of
themselves, unless too much pains is bestowed upon their conversions. The cause of America is in a great
measure the cause of all mankind. Many circumstances have, and will arise, which are not local, but universal,
and through which the principles of all lovers of mankind are affected, and in the event of which their
affections are interested. The laying a country desolate with fire and sword, declaring war against the natural
rights of all mankind, and extirpating the defenders thereof from the face of the earth, is the concern of every
man to whom nature hath given the power of feeling; of which class, regardless of party censure, is The
Author. Postscript to Preface in the third edition. The Publication of this new Edition hath been delayed, with
a view of taking notice had it been necessary of any attempt to refute the Doctrine of Independence: As no
answer hath yet appeared, it is now presumed that none will, the time needful for getting such a Performance
ready for the Public being considerably past. Who the Author of this Production is, is wholly unnecessary to
the Public, as the Object for Attention is the Doctrine itself, not the Man. Yet it may not be unnecessary to say,
That he is unconnected with any party, and under no sort of Influence, public or private, but the influence of
reason and principle. Philadelphia, February 14, Some writers have so confounded society with government,
as to leave little or no distinction between them; whereas they are not only different, but have different origins.
Society is produced by our wants, and government by our wickedness; the former promotes our happiness
possitively by uniting our affections, the latter negatively by restraining our vices. The one encourages
intercourse, the other creates distinctions. The first is a patron, the last a punisher. Society in every state is a
blessing, but Government, even in its best state, is but a necessary evil; in its worst state an intolerable one:
Government, like dress, is the badge of lost innocence; the palaces of kings are built upon the ruins of the
bowers of paradise. For were the impulses of conscience clear, uniform and irresistibly obeyed, man would
need no other law-giver; but that not being the case, he finds it necessary to surrender up a part of his property
to furnish means for the protection of the rest; and this he is induced to do by the same prudence which in
every other case advises him, out of two evils to choose the least. Wherefore, security being the true design
and end of government, it unanswerably follows that whatever form thereof appears most likely to ensure it to
us, with the least expence and greatest benefit, is preferable to all others. In order to gain a clear and just idea
of the design and end of government, let us suppose a small number of persons settled in some sequestered
part of the earth, unconnected with the rest; they will then represent the first peopling of any country, or of the
world. In this state of natural liberty, society will be their first thought. A thousand motives will excite them
thereto; the strength of one man is so unequal to his wants, and his mind so unfitted for perpetual solitude, that
he is soon obliged to seek assistance and relief of another, who in his turn requires the same. Four or five
united would be able to raise a tolerable dwelling in the midst of a wilderness, but one man might labour out
the common period of life without accomplishing any thing; when he had felled his timber he could not
remove it, nor erect it after it was removed; hunger in the mean time would urge him to quit his work, and
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every different want would call him a different way. Disease, nay even misfortune, would be death; for though
neither might be mortal, yet either would disable him from living, and reduce him to a state in which he might
rather be said to perish than to die. Thus necessity, like a gravitating power, would soon form our newly
arrived emigrants into society, the reciprocal blessings of which would supercede, and render the obligations
of law and government unnecessary while they remained perfectly just to each other; but as nothing but
Heaven is impregnable to vice, it will unavoidably happen that in proportion as they surmount the first
difficulties of emigration, which bound them together in a common cause, they will begin to relax in their duty
and attachment to each other: Some convenient tree will afford them a State House, under the branches of
which the whole Colony may assemble to deliberate on public matters. It is more than probable that their first
laws will have the title only of Regulations and be enforced by no other penalty than public disesteem. In this
first parliament every man by natural right will have a seat. But as the Colony encreases, the public concerns
will encrease likewise, and the distance at which the members may be separated, will render it too
inconvenient for all of them to meet on every occasion as at first, when their number was small, their
habitations near, and the public concerns few and trifling. This will point out the convenience of their
consenting to leave the legislative part to be managed by a select number chosen from the whole body, who
are supposed to have the same concerns at stake which those have who appointed them, and who will act in
the same manner as the whole body would act were they present. If the colony continue encreasing, it will
become necessary to augment the number of representatives, and that the interest of every part of the colony
may be attended to, it will be found best to divide the whole into convenient parts, each part sending its proper
number: And as this frequent interchange will establish a common interest with every part of the community,
they will mutually and naturally support each other, and on this, not on the unmeaning name of king, depends
the strength of government, and the happiness of the governed. Here then is the origin and rise of government;
namely, a mode rendered necessary by the inability of moral virtue to govern the world; here too is the design
and end of government, viz. I draw my idea of the form of government from a principle in nature which no art
can overturn, viz. When the world was overrun with tyranny the least remove therefrom was a glorious rescue.
But that it is imperfect, subject to convulsions, and incapable of producing what it seems to promise, is easily
demonstrated. But the constitution of England is so exceedingly complex, that the nation may suffer for years
together without being able to discover in which part the fault lies; some will say in one and some in another,
and every political physician will advise a different medicine. I know it is difficult to get over local or long
standing prejudices, yet if we will suffer ourselves to examine the component parts of the English constitution,
we shall find them to be the base remains of two ancient tyrannies, compounded with some new Republican
materials. The two first, by being hereditary, are independent of the People; wherefore in a constitutional sense
they contribute nothing towards the freedom of the State. To say that the constitution of England is an union of
three powers, reciprocally checking each other, is farcical; either the words have no meaning, or they are flat
contradictions. To say that the Commons is a check upon the King, presupposes two things. But as the same
constitution which gives the Commons a power to check the King by withholding the supplies, gives
afterwards the King a power to check the Commons, by empowering him to reject their other bills; it again
supposes that the King is wiser than those whom it has already supposed to be wiser than him. There is
something exceedingly ridiculous in the composition of Monarchy; it first excludes a man from the means of
information, yet empowers him to act in cases where the highest judgment is required. The state of a king
shuts him from the World, yet the business of a king requires him to know it thoroughly; wherefore the
different parts, by unnaturally opposing and destroying each other, prove the whole character to be absurd and
useless. Some writers have explained the English constitution thus: Such a power could not be the gift of a
wise people, neither can any power, which needs checking, be from God; yet the provision which the
constitution makes supposes such a power to exist. But the provision is unequal to the task; the means either
cannot or will not accomplish the end, and the whole affair is a Felo de se: The first moving power will at last
have its way, and what it wants in speed is supplied by time. That the crown is this overbearing part in the
English constitution needs not be mentioned, and that it derives its whole consequence merely from being the
giver of places and pensions is self-evident; wherefore, though we have been wise enough to shut and lock a
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door against absolute Monarchy, we at the same time have been foolish enough to put the Crown in possession
of the key. The prejudice of Englishmen, in favour of their own government, by King, Lords and Commons,
arises as much or more from national pride than reason. Individuals are undoubtedly safer in England than in
some other countries: For the fate of Charles the First hath only made kings more subtleâ€”not more just.
Wherefore, laying aside all national pride and prejudice in favour of modes and forms, the plain truth is that it
is wholly owing to the constitution of the people, and not to the constitution of the government that the crown
is not as oppressive in England as in Turkey. An inquiry into the constitutional errors in the English form of
government, is at this time highly necessary; for as we are never in a proper condition of doing justice to
others, while we continue under the influence of some leading partiality, so neither are we capable of doing it
to ourselves while we remain fettered by any obstinate prejudice. And as a man who is attached to a prostitute
is unfitted to choose or judge of a wife, so any prepossession in favour of a rotten constitution of government
will disable us from discerning a good one. Mankind being originally equals in the order of creation, the
equality could only be destroyed by some subsequent circumstance: Male and female are the distinctions of
nature, good and bad the distinctions of Heaven; but how a race of men came into the world so exalted above
the rest, and distinguished like some new species, is worth inquiring into, and whether they are the means of
happiness or of misery to mankind. In the early ages of the world, according to the scripture chronology there
were no kings; the consequence of which was, there were no wars; it is the pride of kings which throws
mankind into confusion. Holland, without a king hath enjoyed more peace for this last century than any of the
monarchical governments in Europe. Antiquity favours the same remark; for the quiet and rural lives of the
first Patriarchs have a happy something in them, which vanishes when we come to the history of Jewish
royalty. Government by kings was first introduced into the world by the Heathens, from whom the children of
Israel copied the custom. It was the most prosperous invention the Devil ever set on foot for the promotion of
idolatry. The Heathens paid divine honours to their deceased kings, and the Christian World hath improved on
the plan by doing the same to their living ones. How impious is the title of sacred Majesty applied to a worm,
who in the midst of his splendor is crumbling into dust! As the exalting one man so greatly above the rest
cannot be justified on the equal rights of nature, so neither can it be defended on the authority of scripture; for
the will of the Almighty as declared by Gideon, and the prophet Samuel, expressly disapproves of government
by Kings. All anti-monarchical parts of scripture, have been very smoothly glossed over in monarchical
governments, but they undoubtedly merit the attention of countries which have their governments yet to form.
Near three thousand years passed away, from the Mosaic account of the creation, till the Jews under a national
delusion requested a king. Till then their form of government except in extraordinary cases where the
Almighty interposed was a kind of Republic, administered by a judge and the elders of the tribes. Kings they
had none, and it was held sinful to acknowledge any being under that title but the Lord of Hosts. And when a
man seriously reflects on the idolatrous homage which is paid to the persons of kings, he need not wonder that
the Almighty, ever jealous of his honour, should disapprove a form of government which so impiously invades
the prerogative of Heaven. Monarchy is ranked in scripture as one of the sins of the Jews, for which a curse in
reserve is denounced against them. The history of that transaction is worth attending to. Here was temptation
in its fullest extent; not a kingdom only, but an hereditary one; but Gideon in the piety of his soul replied, I
will not rule over you, neither shall my son rule over you. Words need not be more explicit; Gideon doth not
decline the honour, but denieth their right to give it; neither doth he compliment them with invented
declarations of his thanks, but in the positive stile of a prophet charges them with disaffection to their proper
Sovereign, the King of Heaven. About one hundred and thirty years after this, they fell again into the same
error. And here we cannot but observe that their motives were bad, viz. According to all the works which they
have done since the day that I brought them up out of Egypt even unto this day, wherewith they have forsaken
me, and served other Gods: Now therefore hearken unto their voice, howbeit, protest solemnly unto them and
show them the manner of the King that shall reign over them, i. And notwithstanding the great distance of
time and difference of manners, the character is still in fashion. And Samuel told all the words of the Lord
unto the people, that asked of him a King. And he said, This shall be the manner of the King that shall reign
over you. He will take your sons and appoint them for himself for his chariots and to be his horsemen, and
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some shall run before his chariots this description agrees with the present mode of impressing men and he will
appoint him captains over thousands and captains over fifties, will set them to ear his ground and to reap his
harvest, and to make his instruments of war, and instruments of his chariots. And he will take your daughters
to be confectionaries, and to be cooks, and to be bakers this describes the expense and luxury as well as the
oppression of Kings and he will take your fields and your vineyards, and your olive yards, even the best of
them, and give them to his servants. And he will take the tenth of your seed, and of your vineyards, and give
them to his officers and to his servants by which we see that bribery, corruption, and favouritism, are the
standing vices of Kings and he will take the tenth of your men servants, and your maid servants, and your
goodliest young men, and your asses, and put them to his work: Nevertheless the people refused to obey the
voice of Samuel, and they said, Nay but we will have a king over us, that we may be like all the nations, and
that our king may judge us, and go out before us and fight our battles. Samuel continued to reason with them
but to no purpose; he set before them their ingratitude, but all would not avail; and seeing them fully bent on
their folly, he cried out, I will call unto the Lord, and he shall send thunder and rain which was then a
punishment, being in the time of wheat harvest that ye may perceive and see that your wickedness is great
which ye have done in the sight of the Lord, IN ASKING YOU A KING. So Samuel called unto the Lord, and
the Lord sent thunder and rain that day, and all the people greatly feared the Lord and Samuel. These portions
of scripture are direct and positive. They admit of no equivocal construction. That the Almighty hath here
entered his protest against monarchical government is true, or the scripture is false. And a man hath good
reason to believe that there is as much of kingcraft as priestcraft in withholding the scripture from the public in
popish countries. For monarchy in every instance is the popery of government. To the evil of monarchy we
have added that of hereditary succession; and as the first is a degradation and lessening of ourselves, so the
second, claimed as a matter of right, is an insult and imposition on posterity. One of the strongest natural
proofs of the folly of hereditary right in Kings, is that nature disapproves it, otherwise she would not so
frequently turn it into ridicule, by giving mankind an Ass for a Lion.
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COMMON SENSE Thomas Paine (February 14, ) Paine, Thomas () - An Englishman who came to America in , he was
a political philosopher who promoted change.

Penned anonymously by the English-born Thomas Paine , who had immigrated to America at the urging of
Benjamin Franklin , the tract was an astonishing sensation, selling some , copies during its first three months,
and nearly a half-million throughout the years of the Revolution. George Washington himself commended the
power of its reasoning. Later, his "Crisis" pamphlets would be an inspiration to many throughout the long,
difficult years of the war. First, That it is the interest of America to be separated from Britain. Secondly,
Which is the easiest and most practicable plan, reconciliation or independence? In support of the first, I could,
if I judged it proper, produce the opinion of some of the ablest and most experienced men on this continent;
and whose sentiments, on that head, are not yet publicly known. It is in reality a self-evident position: For no
nation, in a state of foreign dependence, limited in its commerce, and cramped and fettered in its legislative
powers, can ever arrive at any material eminence. America does not yet know what opulence is; and although
the progress which she has made stands unparalleled in the history of other nations, it is but childhood,
compared with what she would be capable of arriving at, had she, as she ought to have, the legislative powers
in her own hands. England is, at this time, proudly coveting what would do her no good, were she to
accomplish it; and the continent hesitating on a matter, which will be her final ruin if neglected. It is the
commerce, and not the conquest of America, by which England is to be benefited, and that would in a great
measure continue, were the countries as independent of each other as France and Spain; because in many
articles, neither can go to a better market. But it is the independence of this country on Britain or any other,
which is now the main and only object worthy of contention, and which, like all other truths discovered by
necessity, will appear clearer and stronger every day. Because it will come to that one time or other. Because
the longer it is delayed, the harder it will be to accomplish. I have frequently amused myself both in public and
private companies, with silently remarking the specious errors of those who speak without reflecting. And
among the many which I have heard, the following seems the most general, viz. To which I reply, that our
military ability at this time, arises from the experience gained in the late war, and which in forty or fifty years
time, would have been totally extinct. The value of the back lands, which some of the provinces are
clandestinely deprived of, by the unjust extension of the limits of Canada, valued only at five pounds sterling
per hundred acres, amount to upwards of twenty-five millions, Pennsylvania currency; and the quit-rents at
one penny sterling per acre, to two millions yearly. Which is the easiest and most practicable plan,
Reconciliation or Independence; with some occasional remarks. He who takes nature for his guide, is not
easily beaten out of his argument, and on that ground, I answer generally, that independence being a single
simple line, contained within ourselves; and reconciliation, a matter of exceedingly perplexed and
complicated, and in which, a treacherous capricious court is to interfere, gives the answer without a doubt. The
present state of America is truly alarming to every man who is capable of reflection. Without law, without
government, without any other mode of power than what is founded on, and granted by courtesy. Held
together by an unexampled concurrence of sentiment, which, is nevertheless subject to change, and which,
every secret enemy is endeavoring to dissolve. Our present condition is, legislation without law; wisdom
without a plan; a Constitution without a name; and, what is strangely astonishing, perfect independence,
contending for dependence. The instance is without a precedent; the case never existed before; and who can
tell what may be the event? The property of no man is secure in the present unbraced system of things. The
mind of the multitude is left at random, and seeing no fixed object before them, they pursue such as fancy or
opinion starts. Nothing is criminal; there is no such thing as treason; wherefore, every one thinks himself at
liberty to act as he pleases. The Tories would not have dared to assemble offensively, had they known that
their lives, by that act, were forfeited to the laws of the State. A line of distinction should be drawn between
English soldiers taken in battle, and inhabitants of America taken in arms. The first are prisoners, but the latter
traitors. The one forfeits his liberty, the other his head. Such a request, had it been complied with a year ago,
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would have won the heart and soul of the Continent, but now it is too late. The object, on either side, does not
justify the means; for the lives of men are too valuable, to be cast away on such trifles. It is the violence which
is done and threatened to our persons; the destruction of our property by an armed force; the invasion of our
country by fire and sword, which conscientiously qualifies the use of arms: And the instant, in which such a
mode of defense became necessary, all subjection to Britain ought to have ceased; and the independency of
America, should have been considered, as dating its era from, and published, by the first musket that was fired
against her. This line is a line of consistency; neither drawn by caprice, nor extended by ambition; but
produced by a chain of events, of which the colonies were not the authors. I shall conclude these remarks, with
the following timely and well intended hint. We ought to reflect that there are three different ways, by which
an independency may hereafter be effected; and that one of those three, will one day or other, be the fate of
America, viz. By the legal voice of the people in Congress; by a military power; or by a mob. It may not
always happen that our soldiers are citizens, and the multitude a body of reasonable men; virtue, as I have
already remarked, is not hereditary, neither is it perpetual. Should an independency be brought about by the
first of those means, we have every opportunity and every encouragement before us, to form the noblest purest
constitution on the face of the earth. We have it in our power to begin the world over again. A situation,
similar to the present, has not happened since the days of Noah until now. The birthday of a new world is at
hand, and a race of men, perhaps as numerous as all Europe contains, are to receive their portion of freedom
from the event of a few months. The reflection is awful and in this point of view, how trifling, how ridiculous,
do the little paltry cavilings, of a few weak or interested men appear, when weighed against the business of a
world. We shall then see our object, and our ears will be legally shut against the schemes of an intriguing, as
well as a cruel enemy. We shall then too be on a proper footing to treat with Britain; for there is reason to
conclude, that the pride of that court will be less hurt by treating with the American states for terms of peace,
than with those she denominates "rebellious subjects," for terms of accommodation. It is our delaying it that
encourages her to hope for conquest, and our backwardness tends only to prolong the war. As we have,
without any good effect therefrom, withheld our trade to obtain a redress of our grievances, let us now try the
alternative, by independently redressing them ourselves, and then offering to open the trade. The mercantile
and reasonable part in England will be still with us; because, peace with trade, is preferable to war without it.
And if this offer is not accepted, other courts may be applied to. On these grounds I rest the matter. And as no
offer hath yet been made to refute the doctrine contained in the former editions of this pamphlet, it is a
negative proof, that either the doctrine cannot be refuted, or, that the party in favor of it are too numerous to be
opposed. Wherefore instead of gazing at each other with suspicious or doubtful curiosity, let each of us hold
out to his neighbor the hearty hand of friendship, and unite in drawing a line, which, like an act of oblivion,
shall bury in forgetfulness every former dissension. Let the names of Whig and Tory be extinct; and let none
other be heard among us, than those of a good citizen, an open and resolute friend, and a virtuous supporter of
the rights of mankind and of the free and independent states of America. Cite this article Pick a style below,
and copy the text for your bibliography. Retrieved November 10, from Encyclopedia. Then, copy and paste
the text into your bibliography or works cited list. Because each style has its own formatting nuances that
evolve over time and not all information is available for every reference entry or article, Encyclopedia.
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Chapter 9 : Common Sense (pamphlet) - Wikipedia
Common Sense appeared as a pamphlet for sale in Philadelphia on January 10, , and, as we say today, it went viral.
The first printing sold out in two weeks and over , copies were sold throughout America and Europe.

The page pamphlet presented an argument for freedom from British rule. Paine wrote in such a style that
common people could easily understand, using Biblical quotes which Protestants understood. The document
played a major part in uniting colonists before the Revolutionary War for freedom from the British. Common
Sense also led to the Declaration of Independence later that year. Dropping out of school at age 13, he
developed interests in science, religion, and ethics. His rebellious ideas and political ideas led him to write
about various human inequities. In , Paine met Benjamin Franklin in London, where Franklin convinced him
to move to America at a time when the colonists were on the brink of revolution. He saw independence as a
great cause, declaring his opposition to the British monarchy. The Intent Common Sense presented two main
points: Because of its treasonous content, Paine wrote Common Sense anonymously. He wrote in a language
colonists used every day, making a more significant impact in spelling out the inequities which colonists faced
under British rule. The clearly defined reasoning in his writing led colonists to unite in the patriotic cause of
freedom. At a time when American colonists were on the brink of revolution, Common Sense focused on
reasons for independence from Britain. Paine pointed out that there was no sense for an island to rule a
continent. He reminded the colonists that America was not a British nation, but a nation composed of many
different people, of varied influences. The charge was that Britain did not consider the best interests of the
colonies that represented it. Being a part of Britain would also involve America in unnecessary wars. This
would prevent the colonists from foreign trade. Paine pointed out that colonists were oppressed and persecuted
under British rule. He intended to assist the oppressed colonists and a fair and worthwhile cause, the American
Revolutionary War. He targeted the deeply felt sentiments of the colonists, presenting reasons for breaking
free in a manner that they understood. Common Sense made the war for freedom an individual choice, which
could be attained in a united manner by the colonists.
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